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TERM DATES
TERM ONE
29th January - 12th April

TERM TWO
29th April - 5th July

TERM THREE
22nd July - 27th September

TERM FOUR
14th October - 13th December
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Cudmore Terrace, Henley Beach SA 5022
Ph (08) 8355 7000 Fax (08) 8355 7070

henleyhs@henleyhs.sa.edu.au
www.henleyhs.sa.edu.au

UPCOMING
EVENTS
YEAR 11 ALPINE TOURISM TRIP
1st September - 6th September

YEAR 12 DANCE EXAM
4th & 5th September 

NEW CALEDONIA TRIP
13th September- 21st September

YEAR 12 DRAMA EXAM
18th & 19th September

CRICOS Provider number: 00018A

REMINDER
WHOLE SCHOOL CLOSURE 
(SHOW DAY) 
30th August

STUDENT FREE DAY
2nd September

STUDENT FREE DAY
8th November

STUDENT
ABSENCES

2019 SCIENCE WEEK 
EXTRAVAGANZA

The theme for National Science 
Week 2019 was ‘Destination 
Moon’ to coincide with the 50th 
anniversary of the Apollo 11 
Moon Landing, as well as renewed 
interest in space exploration with 
the recent creation of the National 
Space Agency to be based in 
Adelaide. 

Henley High School celebrated 
the occasion with a spectacular 
programme of events and activities 
to engage and inspire students in 
Science.

Day 1: Monday, 12th August 2019
Science Week kicked off with the ‘Hidden Sugar Challenge’ from our 
Nutrition Teaching Team (Claire Rieger, Marina Bolic, Adam Spencer & 
Ryan Vivian). 
Students were challenged to guess the sugar content of a variety of 
common foods.

To report a student absence 
please report online via our 
website or phone Student Services 
on 8355 7014 or 8355 7015
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Day 2: Tuesday, 13th August 2019
Recess saw the staging of the spectacular ‘Big Bang Chemistry Show’ on 
the basketball courts, presented by Science Teachers Karen Palumbo and 
Dylan Richardson. Students witnessed the explosive reactions between 
sodium/potassium and water, as well as the crowd favourite; the creation 
of ‘elephant’s toothpaste’ from the rapid decomposition of hydrogen 
peroxide.

During the lunch break, ‘Team Psych’ (Georgia Parsons, Jordan Nash, Niki 
Panatsos & Vivian Nguyen) presented a thought-provoking Mindfulness 
Activity, where participants were invited to taste chocolate in a mindful 
way, as well as encouraged to engage in ‘random acts of kindness’. 

Day 2 also saw the Middle School heats of the BattleBots Space Wars 
Competition, a truly innovative ‘STEM’ event organised under the vision 
and leadership of Physics Teacher Ross Riach. Through the BattleBots 
Club that Ross successfully started in 2019, students designed, coded and 
3D printed the robots, made and painted a competition arena, and then 
competed against each other for glory in the arena. Using a remote control, 
students were required to manoeuvre their robotic vehicle to push a 3D 
printed puck into a ditch. The first competitor to do so won the contest.

Day 3: Wednesday, 14th August 2019
Science Week continued with a ‘Biology in Space’ presentation from Biology Teacher Natalie Bland. Students 
learned about what happens to our eyes in space and why astronauts often return to Earth with blurred vision, 
before taking part in an eye dissection in the laboratory. 

The BattleBots Space Wars Competition continued with the Senior School heats taking place during lunch.
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Day 4: Thursday, 15th August 2019
Day 4 saw an enthusiastic group of Year 3 students from Henley 
Beach Primary School visit Henley High School to witness a ‘Science 
in Action’ show presented by Science Coordinator Andrew Sayers in 
the new STEM laboratories. Whilst observing exciting demonstrations, 
students learned about the three states of matter, the Periodic Table 
of Elements, heat, friction, hovercrafts, static electricity using the ‘Van 
de Graff Generator’ and more!

At lunch, a large group of students, including the Year 3 Henley 
Primary students, witnessed the action-charged finals of the BattleBots 
Competition, with Year 8 student Michael Ferteklis, crowned the 
Overall School Champion, nudging out Senior School Winner 
Cameron Totolas and Year 9 Winner Mansher Pannu.

Day 5: Friday, 16th August 2019
The final day of Science Week saw the successful staging of the inaugural ‘Water Rocket Competition’ on the 
oval at lunch, organised by Physics Teacher Jason Sienkiewicz. The field of participants included students from 
Years 8-11, as well as the SLC. In a spectacular engineering feat, Year 8 Student Clayton Hosking was crowned 
the Water Rocket Champion with his expertly designed rocket sailing 63m across the oval. It left the crowd in 
awe!!

Science Week Wrap
What an interesting, fun and exciting five days we experienced during 2019 Science Week! Many thanks to 
the Science Teaching Team for the time and energy invested into creating such a wonderful programme for 
our students and everyone involved in the success of the week. A special thank you to Rory’s School Lunches 
for the generous donation of canteen vouchers to provide additional competition prizes for our students. We 
look forward to another action-packed Science Week at Henley in 2020!

Andrew Sayers | Science Coordinator
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BASKETBALL
Congratulations to year 11 student Keanu Rasmussen who was one of 
only four players Australia wide who have recently received scholarships 
to Basketball Australia’s Centre of Excellence and the NBA Global 
Academy at the AIS in Canberra.  Keanu is now living and schooling in 
The ACT full time which is an amazing opportunity to excel his basketball 
talent. We wish you all the best Keanu!

From @basketballaus Website:
“Keanu is a guard from Adelaide that had an outstanding U18 AJC and 
helped South Australia metro win a Silver Medal. As a player he brings 
elite shooting with great poise and decision making. Keanu’s diligence, 
work ethic and passion for basketball mean that he will only get better 
and better” shared CoE head coach Adam Caporn.

The athletic six-foot two-inch guard averaged 16.8 points throughout 
the U18 AJC and shot a tournament-leading 48.9 percent from beyond 
the three-point line, making 22 attempts.

Rasmussen’s best game was a 30-point game against Victoria Country, where he nailed seven threes. Last year he 
was the co-captain of the Under-16 South Australian State Team.

Jarrod Gillings | Athlete Support Manager

LIFE SKILLS: THE ABRAHAM 
INSTITUTE VISIT
On Monday the 19th of August, the two Year 9 Florey classes 
welcomed six members of the Abraham Institute to their Life 
Skills lesson with Mr Ferguson and Ms Ambler. The Institute 
is an educational organisation, which promotes interfaith and 
intercultural dialogue and understanding. To begin the lesson, 
the presenters distributed cards that had tribes and different 
indicators of how their members would act. The students then 
had to find their tribe members using the actions on their cards. 
Our take away from this exercise was that everybody has a 
place in this world and we should respect each other’s cultural 
differences. 

After this exercise we began a new activity, which asked us to 
stand in different parts of the room based on our thoughts on 
a particular topic. Through this experience we were able to 
understand a range of perspectives on topics that ranged from 
‘Eating chocolate for breakfast’ to ‘Supporting the justice of 
minorities’. 

The final activity consisted of crossing an imaginary line if we 
had experienced the different scenarios. Some of the examples 
included crossing the line if we had ever been bullied, if boys 
had been told they were not allowed to show emotions, if 
girls had been called a name based on their gender, if we had 
been discriminated based on our cultural background etc. 
This demonstrated that we were not alone in our experiences 
and created an understanding and need for treating each 
other equally. Overall, we enjoyed learning about each other’s 
similarities and hearing a number of perspectives on a range of 
topics. 

Keya Cruise and Olivia Venning | Students of 9FL2
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FOOTBALL ACADEMY
There’s been a lot happening and some very exciting results in the Football world at Henley High School.

YEAR 10/11 MELBOURNE TRIP

In term 2 we travelled to Melbourne for an elite footballing experience. We visited the Essendon FC, Victorian 
Institute of Sport, MCG and North Melbourne FC.

OPEN BOYS KNOCKOUT
Henley High School have claimed our 12th State School Championship in 13 years. Our team also progressed to 
the Grand Final against the top ranked College after a 47 point win against St Peter’s. After a very entertaining 
game, our Open Football Team went down by 8 points against PAC in the All Schools Grand Final. Thank you 
to all students, staff, parents and friends who attending the event to cheer on our team. We thank our year 12 
Footballers for their contribution to Henley Football over the years. They have left the Henley HS guernsey in a 
better place and should be proud of their efforts. 

This week it was a pleasure to have 
John Hendry (awarded an Order of 
Australia Medal (OAM) for his role in 
education and worked with Richmond 
and Geelong AFL clubs) visit our 
Academy lesson to talk about positive 
psychology and resilience. We’ll continue 
to involve John in our Academy program 
and work with him to help our athletes 
develop strategies to remain calm, 
composed and present under pressure 
and build resilience.

INDIVIDUAL SUCCESS
Congratulations to the following Football Academy Students on some outstanding achievements so far this year. 
• AFL National Draft Combine selection: Jackson Mead, Joshua Morris and Callum Park
• AFL State Combine selection: Trent Burgoyne and Luke Beecken 
• South Australia under 18 State Team representatives: Lachlan McNeil, Jackson Mead, Luke Edwards,    
              Callum Park and Joshua Morris
• South Australia AFL Hub representatives: Lachlan McNeil, Jackson Mead, Luke Edwards, Taj Schofield,         
              Cooper Horsnell and Trent Burgoyne
• South Australia under 16 State Team representatives: Luke Young, Jase Burgoyne and Jay Watson 
• Under 15 School Girls State representative and back to back All Australian selection: Lauren Young
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The Henley High School Environment committee are including helpful 
tips in each school newsletter.

RECYCLE YOUR BATTERIES 
AT ALDI
Each year, over 300 million household batteries are thrown 
away with ordinary waste, meaning a staggering 8,000 tonnes 
of batteries end up in landfill. Over time, the chemicals in 
these batteries may be toxic to the environment, potentially 
harming wildlife and affecting surrounding soil or waterways. 
By supporting this program you’ll be doing your part to help 

How it works - it’s free and simple!
Simply drop your used household batteries into the recycling bin located in every ALDI store - (removing any 
packaging) - and you’re done!
Whilst any brand of battery can be brought back, only AA, AAA, C, D and 9V sized batteries (rechargeable and 
non- rechargeable) are accepted through the program.

DR KARL SCIENCE PRESENTATION 
On Friday the 9th August, a group of students from Henley High had the opportunity to visit Norwood Morialta 
High School, to participate in a science presentation by Dr Karl. 
Dr Karl is an Australian science communicator, often recognised as ‘an answer looking for a question’. He is a 
popular commentator, appearing on various talk shows and Australian radio. 
We were privileged enough to have the opportunity to learn about basic sciences, genetics, computers, 
engineering and the effects of politics in relation to the world’s sciences, all whilst watching the very entertaining 
Dr Karl. 
After Dr. Karl’s presentation, we were lucky enough to ask him some questions of our own, and stuck around 
for some selfies and a group photo. We would like to thank Mr. Richardson and Ms. Bland for organising and 
attending this special event with us.

Kara Davies and D‘Estree Colalancia | Year 9 Students
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SALA FESTIVAL
August is the month of the annual SALA (South Australian Living Artists) Festival and here at Henley High School, 
staff and students have been participating in events and exhibitions to celebrate. 
A group of year 10 students were invited to play music at the launch of SALA in Henley Beach earlier in the month. 
Lara, Ashley, Maddy, Sofija, Emma and Abbey performed songs to an appreciative audience of dignitaries, artist, 
council representative, business owners and the general public during the opening ceremony. The girls have been 
invited to busk at Henley Square as a result of this performance, so keep your eyes out for them.

We also have two of our talented Visual Art teachers, Jackie Reichstein and Lara Nowak, exhibit work in the 
Visual Arts Educators of South Australia Masters, Mentors and Media exhibition at UniSA City West campus.  The 
exhibition was opened by Susan Close MP and is a fabulous example of the talent of South Australian Visual Art 
educators. The exhibition is open until the end of August and is highly recommended.

Tania Madigan | Arts Coordinator
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ACADEMIC MORNING TEAS
Each term, we celebrate the Academic Achievements of students from Years 8 to 12 who have achieved a Grade 
Point Average of 12.43 or higher. This achievement is a result of students’ commitment to their studies and striving 
for excellence. Students were rewarded with a delicious morning tea for their dedication in Semester 1. Overall, 
251 students were presented with an Academic Achievement Award this term – an outstanding effort. As well as 
our Academic Achievement Award winners, we also presented students who had achieved a GPA of 14 or higher, 
or straight As, with Outstanding Academic Achievement awards. The Outstanding Academic Achievers are listed 
below. We recognise all students for their academic efforts in Semester 1 and encourage all students to continue 
to strive for excellence.

FLOREY
Tayla DE BEER OAA

Asha ERLANGGA OAA

Max IVANOVIC OAA

Sian JAMES OAA

Eunah JOO OAA

Jack-
son

MEAD OAA

Lara PATZEL OAA

Grace PETRUS OAA

Deyan SARAC OAA

Billy WRIGHT OAA

Miles ZEIN OAA

MITCHELL
Bella MURRAY OAA

Clayton HOSKING OAA

Faye JOHNSTON OAA

Isabella KERPELIS OAA

Kiera DE BEER OAA

Lisa LE OAA

Mikayla VIDMAR OAA

Nauli MOAT OAA

Nikolai DOBROVOLSKI OAA

Rosie RANFORD OAA

Savannah KEMP OAA

Yurong ZHU OAA
OLIPHANT

Angela ANGELOFF OAA

Izzy MOULES OAA

Jasmine RAMSAY OAA

John EVANS OAA

Kara DAVIES OAA

Letisha FOODY-MEYER OAA

Madison ARTHUR OAA

Peiyao DU OAA

Sarah FORMSTON OAA

Tahlea TAPE OAA

Tiana GARUCCIO OAA

Trey IANNELLA OAA
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LOWITJA
Alex HAYDON OAA

Amanda JAYAWICKRAMA OAA

Carmen LEONG OAA

Chloe CARLAW OAA

Greta HUTCHINSON OAA

Holli RAVESTEYN OAA

Jessica WOOLMAN OAA

Jordan ZERELLA OAA

Keely BOWEN OAA

Kendra SHEPHERD OAA

Lily THOMAS OAA

Sean SIEW OAA

Tuan Khai NGUYEN OAA

Vencel MILASSIN OAA

MAWSON
Alyssa TOOMEY OAA

Demi BATES OAA

Elias BONIFACE OAA

Ella CARLAW OAA

Genevieve JONES OAA

Georgia WILLIAMS OAA

Imogen NOUTZ OAA

Maddy WILLIAMS OAA

Madison GAYLOR OAA

Myah SHEPHARD OAA

Sophia ECKERMANN OAA
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HENLEY SOCCER ACADEMY
Congratulations to Henley Soccer Academy Year 10 student, Ethan Cox 
who represented Australia at the 2019 AFF U15 Championships in Thailand. 
Australia won 3 out of  4 matches. 

Ethan has been impressive this season while playing in the U18 competition 
and the Adelaide United Youth Reserves.

HENLEY GOLF ACADEMY
Year 9 Golf Academy student Boston Price has recently travelled to 
the US to compete in several Golf tournaments in which he played 
extremely well and had very positive results.  
Most notable: 1st place Elite division finish for the TCJGA season as 
the 2nd youngest player (most players are 16-18) and his first sub par 
round at the Golf Association of Michigan Junior Amateur Qualifier.   
Congratulations Boston.
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NEW CALEDONIAN EXCHANGE 
On the 3rd of August, we met our New Caledonian students at Adelaide Airport. We were very excited to meet 
them, and when we saw them coming towards us in a big group, we were all suddenly very nervous and shy. At 
first, we didn’t really go to greet each together, staying in two separate groups, but after mingling and finding 
our buddies we began to warm to each other. We all met at Henley Square the morning after, to discuss how the 
night had gone. We then went our separate ways, some going shopping, some going sightseeing, and a few of us 
agreeing to meet up to go hiking up Mt Lofty.

Throughout the week, we went on various excursions together, such as Cleland Wildlife Park and Ice Skating, 
Bounce and Adelaide Zoo, the Central Market and Rundle Mall. On Friday was our big concert day, with 
rehearsals, bumping in and sound checks taking up a lot of time before the concert. The concert was a great 
success, with year 8 classes, Henley teachers, and families involved with the exchange being in the audience. Mr 
Cibich gave our guest a wonderful farewell speech. 

On their last night, we all met up to go bowling before heading to one of the exchange families house for pizza 
and a little party. The Sunday morning of their departure had a lot of tears, a lot of hugs, and a lot of laughs. 
Overall, it was a very exciting and new experience for us to have an unknown person staying with us for the week, 
which we loved and we are all looking forward to seeing them again on the 13th September when we travel to 
New Caledonia for the second half of the exchange.

Rachel Chowindra | 9FL1

As a family we decided to invite an exchange student into our home for the week as my daughter has always 
participated in the excursions with the New Caledonians but has never had hosted an exchange student home 
stay.
We met Deborah at the airport, her bright and bubbly face was a beautiful start to the week. Even though we 
didn’t share the same language it was quite easy communicating especially with the help of google translate!
It was lovely to learn some French during the week and it was great for Deborah to learn a bit more English with 
us too. It was good to speak about the differences between life in New Caledonia and life in Australia too.
Deborah loved her time in Adelaide particularly the shopping and attending the Port V’s Swans AFL game.
Overall it was a great experience having a New Caledonian exchange student stay with us. I would recommend 
others to share the same experience if they’re looking for a wonderful learning opportunity.

Melissa Walsh | Homestay Parent
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2019 SCIENCE ALIVE EXPO
On Friday, 2nd August 2019, 250 Year 8 students attended the ‘Science Alive Expo’ at the Adelaide Showgrounds. 
We participated in many interactive activities, games and more. We watched a spectacular chemistry show staged 
by the Royal Australian Chemical Institute (RACI), with explosions, coloured fire and high-speed videos of cool 
experiments. A common theme was the periodic table and we learnt that 2019 is the ‘International Year of the 
Periodic Table’. There were also lots of fun exhibits including a Formula One Simulator, Virtual Reality activities, 
drones and robots we could operate using remote controls, and also a variety of unique animals, an earthquake 
machine and a creepy robotic human head that could communicate.

A special thank you to our Science Coordinator Mr Sayers for organising the excursion and the other teachers who 
attended the day. We certainly had fun at Science Alive!

Elijah Hilder, Clayton Hosking & Rosie Ranford | Year 8 Students
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MY JOURNEY DIGITAL STORYTELLING 
COMPETITION 
Congratulations to the following international students for their achieve-
ment in the statewide, International Education and Study Adelaide, My 
Journey Digital Competition. Once again, Henley High School students 
have excelled with their entries. We thank all entrants for being brave and 
taking the risk to enter this competition. 
Well done to all entrants!

Category 1: Video
2nd prize -$300
Individual entrant: Vu Phi Long (Long) Mao

3rd prize: - $200
Individual entry - Jiwon Bae

Category 2:  
Story with photos- Background language and English versions
1st prize - $500
Khai Tuan Nguyen

2nd prize - $300
Huynh Khanh Van (Harley) Truong

3rd prize: - $200
Jinyang (Leo) Li

ENGLISH
Year 8 Mitchell English students hasve been deveolping their 
poetic talents this term. Five very talented poets voluteered to 
perform their Rap at the Supported Learning Centre and were 
rewarded with much praise and applause.
After the performance the whole class facilitated a Haiku writing 
workshop with the SLC students. 
It was a most enjoyable experience for staff and students alike.
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